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Millard Fillmore

2010-01-26

from the time he left office in 1853 president millard fillmore has become increasingly shrouded in mystery and stereotyped by
anecdotes with slender connections to facts the real fillmore was not the weak and boring figurehead many americans believe he was
this account of fillmore s life is drawn largely from his family s personal papers many of which have previously been suppressed
or were unavailable or believed lost it presents fillmore as his own letters do and as his friends family members and
contemporaries saw him as a distinguished and honorable man who was also a strong and effective president this comprehensive work
includes photographs a genealogy of the fillmore family a chronology a bibliography and an index

Millard Fillmore: Biography Of A President

2015-11-06

professor robert j rayback s history of millard fillmore is still the best biography of the 13th president of the united states in
one of the many unexplained unfortunate quirks of history most of the official papers of fillmore s administration were destroyed
by his son scholars have consequently been denied the source material which is so essential to examining and gaining insight into
the underlying truth of a presidency regarding fillmore the few records that do survive can only be compiled piecemeal a laborious
task which few have had the stamina to undertake thus is the historical importance of robert j rayback s authoritative biography
which gives documented substance to fillmore and his three years in office thoughtful and objective rayback s balanced portrayal
lauds fillmore s astuteness as in sending matthew perry to open japan to trade and assays his faults such as agreeing to run on
the know nothing ticket in 1856 we see as john lord o brian former regent of the university of the state of new york noted a
devoted patriot who in all activities sought guidance from his own conscience during the critical events of the mid nineteenth
century julius pratt of the university of buffalo concludes from the book that without fillmore there could have been no lincoln
print ed

Biography of Millard Fillmore

1856

millard fillmore began his presidency on july 10 1850 immediately passing the fugitive slave act and forever damaging his
political career abolitionists and antislavery politicians were appalled and in 1852 fillmore was denied nomination for a second
term four years later he campaigned again for the presidency to no avail as the decade came to an end millard fillmore was no more
than an obscure name in history today historians are finding new interest in fillmore and his politics on slavery many believed he
tolerated injustice for what he perceived was the greater good in this comprehensive bibliography students will find citations and
sources for information on millard fillmore s childhood and personal life presidency and post presidential career students can
easily access specific information through the table of contents and author and subject indexes

BIOGRAPHY OF MILLARD FILLMORE

2018

the oddly named president whose shortsightedness and stubbornness fractured the nation and sowed the seeds of civil war in the
summer of 1850 america was at a terrible crossroads congress was in an uproar over slavery and it was not clear if a compromise
could be found in the midst of the debate president zachary taylor suddenly took ill and died the presidency and the crisis now
fell to the little known vice president from upstate new york in this eye opening biography the legal scholar and historian paul
finkelman reveals how millard fillmore s response to the crisis he inherited set the country on a dangerous path that led to the
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civil war he shows how fillmore stubbornly catered to the south alienating his fellow northerners and creating a fatal rift in the
whig party which would soon disappear from american politics as would fillmore himself after failing to regain the white house
under the banner of the anti immigrant and anti catholic know nothing party though fillmore did have an eye toward the future
dispatching commodore matthew perry on the famous voyage that opened japan to the west and on the central issues of the age
immigration religious toleration and most of all slavery his myopic vision led to the destruction of his presidency his party and
ultimately the union itself

Millard Fillmore

2002-06-30

newly updated 2021 edition features our newest president joe biden just who was the 13th president anyway yo millard fillmore
combines colorful cartoons and comic book captions to make memorizing all 46 american presidents a fun family friendly activity yo
millard fillmore and yo sacramento are works of pure genius i now know all the presidents and all the capitals of all the states
this is terrific these books are fabulous and witty and a lot of fun pat conroy new york times best selling author in print
continuously since 1992 yo millard fillmore has delighted kids parents grandparents and teachers over 500 000 copies sold
celebrating 30 years of fun learning for all in yo millard fillmore you will find a fast easy way to learn and memorize the u s
presidents in just 20 minutes or less crazy full color cartoons and comic book style captions create a nonsense tale that will
help you remember the names of all 46 presidents in chronological order you ll also learn lots of fun facts and kid friendly
trivia about each president and the historical highlights from his term of office plus this book is packed with mnemonics in the
form of presidential puns like ray guns for ronald reagan chef s son for thomas jefferson fill more for millard fillmore and oh
baaah ma for barack obama with five quick quizzes and a special section titled what you need to know if you want to be president
you ll soon be an authority on the highest office in the land and have a lot of fun at the same time yo millard fillmore is
perfect for kids 8 11 and provides lots of fun and learning for the whole family using the book s simple mnemonic cartoons you can
surprise your friends by reciting all the presidents in a row beginning with george washington our first president all the way
through to number 46 president joe biden

Millard Fillmore

2011-05-10

presents facts about each president accompanied by cartoon style illustrations to serve as memory aids and quizzes to reinforce
information

The Life and Public Services of Millard Fillmore

1856

this is a new release of the original 1856 edition

Life of Mr. Fillmore

1858

a biography of the thirteenth president of the united states discussing his personal life education and political career
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Yo, Millard Fillmore! (2021 edition)

2021-03-23

millard fillmore has been mocked maligned or most cruelly of all ignored by generations of historians but no more this
unbelievable new biography finally rescues the unlucky thirteenth u s president from the dustbin of history and shows why a man
known as a blundering arrogant shallow miserable failure was really our greatest leader in the first fully researched portrait of
fillmore ever written the reader can finally come face to face with a misunderstood genius by meticulously extrapolating
outrageous conclusions from the most banal and inconclusive of facts the remarkable millard fillmore reveals the adventures of an
unjustly forgotten president he fought at the battle of the alamo he shepherded slaves to freedom on the underground railroad he
discovered gold in california he wrestled with the emperor of japan it is a list of achievements that puts those of washington and
lincoln completely in the shade refusing to be held back by established history or recorded fact here george pendle paints an
extraordinary portrait of an ordinary man and restores the sparkle to an unfairly tarnished reputation

Millard Fillmore

2011-10-01

arguably our most obscure president and generally judged mediocre at best millard fillmore came to the presidency in july 1850
when his predecessor zachary taylor unexpectedly died despite his relative anonymity fillmore was thrust into the nations greatest
historical argument the great debate concerning the future of slavery in the republic with considerable political aplomb he helped
guide the passage of the measures collectively known as the compromise of 1850 including the sensitive and controversial fugitive
slave act rather than resolve the agitation these measures gave way to a decade of rancorous conflict which brought about the
civil war this interpretative study seeks to understand why this president remained anchored to a past that was no longer
effective in his own time

The Life and Public Services of Millard Fillmore

2010

excerpt from the life and public services of millard fillmore in presenting to the public the life of so distinguished a man as
the subject of this memoir the publishers deem it unnecessary to offer any apology for its appearance either politically or
generally as it is not the object of this publication to inculcate the peculiar principles or views of any party the subject
matter has been carefully and thoroughly prepared by the author after having had free access to every aid necessary to render the
work authentic and reliable american citizens have always evinced much interest in the history of those men whose public course
has reflected credit on the times in which they have lived and especially when such men have risen from the hum ble walks of life
to the highest and most honorable posi tion in the gift of an intelligent and enterprising people about the publisher forgotten
books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a
blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Yo, Millard Fillmore!

2011-07

the life and public services of millard fillmore is a classic biography of the president
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Biography of Millard Fillmore

2014-08-07

excerpt from biography of millard fillmore then also in the senate had recently put forth one of the most powerful efforts of his
eloquence for the preservation of the endangered union although to use his own language the imprisoned winds are let loose
although the east the west the north and the stormy south all combine to about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work
forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Millard Fillmore Papers ...

1907

reproduction of the original the publishing house megali specialises in reproducing historical works in large print to make
reading easier for people with impaired vision

The Early Life of Millard Fillmore

1958

this biography introduces readers to millard fillmore including his early political career and key events from fillmore s
administration including the compromise of 1850 and the treaty of kanagawa information about his childhood family personal life
and retirement years is included a timeline fast facts and sidebars provide additional information aligned to common core
standards and correlated to state standards big buddy books is an imprint of abdo publishing a division of abdo

Millard Fillmore papers. Volume 1

1907-01-01

the 1852 state of the union address was given by the 13th president of the united states millard fillmore it was spoken to the
32nd united states congress by a clerk not the president excerpt besides affording to our own citizens a degree of prosperity of
which on so large a scale i know of no other instance our country is annually affording a refuge and a home to multitudes
altogether without example from the old world we owe these blessings under heaven to the happy constitution and government which
were bequeathed to us by our fathers and which it is our sacred duty to transmit in all their integrity to our children

Millard Fillmore

2003

when actions of the past clash with the values of today millard fillmore caldwell 1897 1984 was once considered one of the
greatest floridians of his generation yet today he is known for his inability to adjust to the racial progress of the modern world
in this biography leading florida historian gary mormino tackles the difficult question of how to remember yesterday s heroes who
are now known to have had serious flaws the last florida governor born in the nineteenth century and the first to govern in the
atomic age caldwell was beloved in his time for leading the state through the hard years of world war ii he was wildly successful
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in a political career that may never be matched serving as governor congressman state legislator and chief justice of the florida
supreme court he passed important educational reform legislation but his attitudes toward race and citizenship strike americans
today as embarrassing and shocking he refused to address black leaders by their titles he argued for segregated bomb shelters and
he accepted lynching as part of the southern way of life mormino measures the contributions of caldwell alongside his glaring
faults discussing his complicated role in shaping modern florida in the current debates surrounding public memorials and
historical memory in the united states millard fillmore caldwell is a timely example of one man s contested legacy a volume in the
series florida in focus edited by andrew k frank

The Remarkable Millard Fillmore

2007-04-10

this is a reproduction of a book published before 1923 this book may have occasional imperfections such as missing or blurred
pages poor pictures errant marks etc that were either part of the original artifact or were introduced by the scanning process we
believe this work is culturally important and despite the imperfections have elected to bring it back into print as part of our
continuing commitment to the preservation of printed works worldwide we appreciate your understanding of the imperfections in the
preservation process and hope you enjoy this valuable book

Millard Fillmore Papers

1970

ripon college presents a biographical sketch of the 13th u s president millard fillmore 1800 1874 as part of its politics and
government program the college lists fillmore s birth and death dates and provides an overview of his pre presidential career vice
presidency presidency 1850 1851 and post presidency

Millard Fillmore

2013

this address is the first state of the union address delivered by millard fillmore to the senate and house in fulfillment of
constitutional duty it provides information on issues and recommends measures considered expedient to be taken

Millard Fillmore papers. Volume 2

1907-01-01

Life of Millard Fillmore

2019

Speeches of Millard Fillmore, at New York, Newburgh, Albany, Rochester, Buffalo, &C

2015-08-23
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Millard Fillmore Papers

1906

The Life and Public Services of Millard Fillmore (Classic Reprint)

2018-01-13

Millard Fillmore Papers ...: Ed. by Frank H. Severance

2017-08-20

Millard Fillmore Papers ...

1907

The Life and Public Services of Millard Fillmore

2018-05-09

Biography of Millard Fillmore (Classic Reprint)

2017-10-13

State of The Union Addresses of Millard Fillmore

2023-09-09

Millard Fillmore

2016-08-15

State of the Union Addresses

2021-05-19
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Millard Fillmore Caldwell

2020-08-24

The Life and Administration of Ex-President Fillmore

1856

The Life and Public Services of Millard Fillmore

1956-01-01

Millard Fillmore, Constructive Statesman, Defender of the Constitution, President of
the United States

2014-01-14

Millard Fillmore Papers ...

2007

Millard Fillmore

2020-12-08

Millard Fillmore

First State of the Union Address
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